
 

 

FOOTPATHS REPORT - SYRESHAM 
 
It does appear more people are walking Syresham's footpaths during this COVID 
period. 
We have been in touch with Katie Angel, Senior Rights of Way Officer, Northants 
Highways, and Samantha Hosking, Clerk to the Parish council, about a number of 
issues since our last report. The biggest problem is land-owners/farmers who crop 
or plough footpaths which are clearly signed and some gates have been padlocked. 
 
We have looked at the following: 
AZ58 - overgrown at the bottom near A43 underpass - now resolved. 
AZ34 - bridle way blocked - now resolved. 
AZ32 - bridle way (in Pimlico closed because of lambing) - now resolved by NCC. 
AZ37/38 - signs removed - now resolved by NCC - fingerposts replaced. 
AZ6/7 - has been partially cleared,but remains a problem. Stile in need of 
repair/replacement. Issue reported. 
AZ8 - access through the copse is ok, but the field is ploughed and not marked to 
lane AZ55 leading to Hazelborough Wood. Issue reported. 
AZ33 - bridle way blocked by fallen trees (Whistley Wood) - now resolved by NCC. 
AZ2 - (Kingshill Farm) under legal proceedings with land-owner and NCC. 
AZ3 - sewage farm footpath (waterlogged) still under discussion between land-
owner, water board and Katie Angel - maybe a damaged water pipe. 
AZ3 - from Malt Lane towards Sewage Farm to AZ4 junction, not marked - Katie 
Angel informed. 
AZ3 - land owner has cropped over and not reinstated footpath from Malt Lane to 
Main Street - land owner has not cleared footpath and stile needs replacing or 
repairing – reported. 
AZ26 - overgrown and litter problem - from Welsh Lane to junction with AZ21 – 
ongoing. 
AZ6 - new stile at start of footpath (by church) completed. 
AZ44 - from Main Street towards junction with AZ43 new footbridge installed. 
AZ10/12 stile from Wappenham Road replaced by landowner. 
AZ13/14 - bridge and stile repaired. 
AZ46 - near Langley Farm, 2 stiles have been repaired, but need further work. 
 
We have requested access via the PC to a notice board and OS map display; 
under consideration. 
 
Walkers are still using "traditional" footpaths; dog fouling has been an issue with 
some farmers. Some farmers have put up new displays asking walkers etc to 
respect regulations concerning crossing fields where livestock are grazing. Stiles 
are the responsibility of land-owners and are not necessarily designed for dogs' 
access. It would be good if some stiles close to the village could eventually be 
replaced with kissing gates or weighted gates to help older residents and dog 
walkers. 
 
Signage has been dealt with as requested (via the poster in Post Office window). 
 

Steph and Geoff Brackpool – Syresham Footpath Wardens 

http://www.apple.com/

